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Easy, smoother weight training.  
To better integrate proper breathing while lifting or exerting.   
 
Some benefits of Easy, Easy Weight Training are: 
 

1. Energy increase 
2. Upper body flexibility 
3. Decreasing the risks of injury from over-workouts 
4. Expanded easier breathing 
5. Increase fat loss 
6. Enjoy each workout 
7. Feel lighter 
8. Run, walk or swim easier, smoother & longer 
9. Increased stamina 
10. Shorten recovery times 
11. Learn better pacing in life 

 
 
Some doctors have equated compulsion to body build relentlessly with steroids as a similar disorder to 
anorexia nervosa but with different effects.  It is a good idea to see your doctor or chiropractor before 
beginning any exercise program.  Even if you feel great it is good to get base lines to mark progress or stress 
induced training. Hire a personal trainer to get the exercises just right.   
 
Many personal trainers do not have the insights needed around the easy breath.  Bring this article with you 
and make sure you stay in the semi-passive exhale and passive inhale.  This may frustrate the trainer a little 
as waiting for the natural inhales takes longer than they are used to.  Many people have become disinterested 
in weight training because they were pushed too hard in the beginning.  Don’t let that happen to you. There is 
incredible benefit in proper use of the gym equipment.   
 
PASSIVE INHALES and SEMI-PASSIVE EXHALES REQUIRED.   
Trigger the Reflex before each exertion. Use the expanded breath as the power behind each exertion. 
 
The weights I used initially are just a bit above what might be looked at as an aspect of Kinesiology 
(reactivating “sleepy” muscles.)  My first instinct is to simply wake the muscles up and get you used to 
activating them gently with plenty of easy breathing.  Sadly, your body tension may prevent you from 
succeeding.  
 
I prefer repetition increase more then weight increase.   Get up to 20-30 -50 reps before you add weight, not 
the usual 8-12.  
 
10-50% of maximum weight lifting capability, some can only handle 10% initially.   Silent but mouthed 
1,2,3,4,5 etc or Shhhh on all semi-passive exhales with voice projection position in place. 
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MAINTAIN VOICE PROJECTION CHIN HEIGHT – taken from the OBV Optimal Breathing and Voice in 
the singing and speaking theme  8.   
 
POSTURE and THE SWEET SPOT 
Throwing your sound like a baseball.  
Have a friend stand about 15 feet away and speak 
aiming your voice about 1 foot over their head.  Now 
speak in the same tone and volume only talk to the 
floor midpoint between the two of you.  Which way 
do they hear more of your sound.  Which way is more 
clear and present, likely as not the over the head one 
is better.  If it isn’t more clear you are not raising your 
head high enough, or raising it too far and closing off 
your vocal tract. People with good hearing should 
hear the difference in talking into the floor or above 
the head. Some may have a low frequency hearing 
loss and not hear the difference. 

 

Hint: When Frank Sinatra recorded the microphone 
was often above his head.  

When the position 
allows, Sit or stand 
“proud.”   
 

 
 
For dips you can also try the side of a swimming pool using the water buoyancy to offset some of your 
weight.  Breathe, hold your breath, dip, rise and exhale and repeat.  Not as effective as the dip machines 
because the freedom of movement in the pool may cause you to flex too far forward.    
 
Breathe, keep face muscles relaxed and smile.  Straining the face and neck sets up breathing restriction.  
Then it’s necessary to release the restriction to recapture the maximum breath. If this image helps, think of 
Arnold Schwarzenegger, Franco Columbu or Lee Haney as they effortlessly, smilingly and with deep peace 
within, lift off the ground, the rear end of a medium sized passenger car.   
 
Reading while exercising is not recommended unless the reading material is positioned above parallel to the 
surface you are standing or sitting on.   Even then it is hard on the eyes. Look around the workout room to 
reduce eyestrain from staring.  Try not to stare.   
 
I like this quote from personal trainer Tim Gazelah who used to be in Moraga California but seems to be no 
long reachable. “A continuous mental effort should be used to heighten the breathing process during weight 
training.  Full breathing is essential, yet often not employed enough with beginners and experienced lifters 
alike.  Developing progressively fuller breaths from the beginning of the set can enhance this natural 
respiration response.”   
 
The issue is:  HOW?    
 
Tim suggested the abdominal breath. I prefer to use the abdomen, back, sides and ribs to breathe.  The Ab 
DoerTM is good for getting the feel of that.  He also goes on to say.  “Do not concern yourself with how 
many reps are remaining or are completed.”  I agree but for a slightly different reason.  Always stay in touch 
with your breath.  When effort is reducing your passive inhale, you have gone too far.  Use the blue strap 
shown in the Training and Exercise video to release as much tension throughout your rib cage as you can.  
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Paul Bragg used to say that “a healthy body craves exercise.” Vigorous is the key. Vitality is the goal.  Not 
fatiguing. Once you begin feeling excessively  tired you are in an anaerobic stage and you should not 
continue.  Let the positive energy be your guideline for continuing.  Finish your predetermined set and wait 
until next time to add reps or weight. Your body will crave a weight increase instead of your thinking or ego.  
Exercise and rest, exercise and rest.  Listen to your body.  If in the middle of a set you become tired.  STOP.   
Rest and continue if and when you have fully recovered. Between sets do C pages from above. 
 
Otherwise, end the workout.  There is a reason you are tired.  Honor it. Feel good at the end of each set. 
Feeling tired means you may have used to much weight or too many reps or sets.     
 
The following exercises will help develop optimal breathing.  When the breath is larger and fuller you can 
step up the weight resistance but don’t be in a hurry.  Exercise not with a striving mind but with a receptive 
body. Never forget that.  
 
Intersperse each set with choices from Theme 3.  My favorites are C6, 7, 14, 15, 16, 19 as needed.  
 
Remember. SUFFERING IS OPTIONAL, so choose not to suffer.  
 
Do like Thich Nhat Hahn suggests and “Breathe and smile” 
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Warm up with treadmill, Elliptical 
Cross Trainer or Nordic Track. 
Make sure the equipment allows 
your chin to be slightly above level 
ground, back straight up with 
chest open. Walk proud.  Don’t 
bend forward or lean on anything.   
Start slowly.  Build up speed over 
10 minutes.  For ALL exercises if 
you can’t do 12 easy reps, you’ve 
way too much weight. Achieve 20-
30 without strain.  
33.1 Counterbalanced dip 
machine.  
3.2 Body master MD504 
Arms parallel 
33.3 Cyber or Nautilus Back 
Extension PT GUIDED 
33.5 Pullover - (L). (Another 
favorite) Keep back flat______ 
33.5B Alternate:  Dumbbells, on 
back on bench, arms over head 
and to floor for rib expansion. See 
a personal trainer 
33.6 Abdominal 
33.7 Pull down. Back to stack. 
Knees under hips chin at voice 
projection position.  Lower as you 
bring scapulae together. (L) 
45degree forward 
lean____________ 
33.8 Reclining squats (if knees 
okay).  Good grunts instead of 
Shhhh.__________  
33.9 Dumbbell curls.  GOOD 
ARCH of back.  Silent count 
1,2,3,4,5 both dir. 
__________________ 
34.1 Sitting pulling hands to chest. 
Rowing.  
___________________________ 
34.2 Standing bar bell behind 
head. 10-20% of maximum 
___________________________ 
 
34.3 DON QUIJOTE 
 Use wood pole instead of iron 
bar. No weights____________ 
 
34.4 Recumbent cycle________ 
 
34.5 Knee lifts and Shhhh.  
Stay in passive inhale and 
exhales. 
____________________ 
 
 
ROWING MACHINE 
 

 
 
For Counterweighted Dip Machines you must start by counter balancing your existing weight.  Then 
reduce the counter weights 1/2 a number.   Body Master and Stairmaster are the only ones I know of 
that permit this much weight if you weigh above 180.  Add weight in five pounds each time you add 
weight (yours).   Won’t counterbalance much above 175 lbs?   Shorter people will need a Styrofoam 
block to raise themselves up so the dip bars can be comfortably about nipple height before any 
exertion is attempted.  
 
 
 
Weight: /  /    / / / /     
Reps/    
Weight: /  /    / / / /     
Reps        
Weight: /  /    / / / /     
Reps        
Weight: /  /    / / / /     
Reps        
Weight: /  /    / / / /     
Reps        
 
Weight: /  /    / / / /     
Reps        
 
Weight: /  /    / / / /     
Reps / / / / / /   
 
 
Weight: /  /    / / / /     
Reps / / / / / /   
 
Weight: /  /    / / / /     
Reps / / / / / /   
 
 
Weight: /  /    / / / /     
Reps / / / / / /   
 
 
Weight: /  /    / / / /     
Reps / / / / / /   
Rest a 7-foot clothes closet pole or equivalent across shoulders in T formation and hang wrists over 
pole.  Bending at the hip, not waist, smoothly begin to make completely different propeller motions.  
Let the breath breathe easily.  Go slowly.  It creates dynamic stretch and balance.   Glide up down, 
leaning gently backwards, and sideways keeping the propeller moving all the while.  Skip forward. 
We bend forward enough.    
 
Indoor version is from $300-1,700 or Rebike Traveling www.rebike.com version Build up energy 
don't use it up.  Session should leave you more energized then when you began. 
KNEE LIFTS. CHIN UP - VOICE PROJECTION.   SHHHHHH. Or silent counting.  Begin with a 
passive inhale then raise the legs and Shhhh back down.  Make sure you have passive exhale left. 
 
 
 
 
5-10 minutes.  Don’t exert.  Back straight; breathe deeply into low back while in most forward 
position.   Bring the handle into your chest as you bring your shoulder blades gently together. 


